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the GDPR states an obligation to encrypt personal
data 
every document exchanged with clients must
therefore be individually encrypted (e.g. password-
protected) to ensure the security of the information 
this process involves high manual effort 
very time-consuming and resource-intensive 

The current situation regarding client data protection is
that,  

This means that the operational process takes longer
than expected, employees spend more time encrypting
emails and sending the password to the client, and
mandates are not accepted due to staff shortages.

Nextcloud is an excellent choice for file sharing with clients and partners.
However, the Nextcloud FileExchange platform now provides you with an
additional layer of security. As soon as files are sent, embedded confidential
document exchange automatically encrypts them, eliminating the need for manual
encryption or passwords. This ensures that all documents remain encrypted and
secure during their processing. 
But that's not all: enclaive's offering makes data exchange so secure that even the
cloud provider can't see what's inside the encrypted "black box". Even better,
administrators can easily manage access to any shared folder with granular user
controls like custom group permissions or expiring links. Maintaining compliance
while ensuring data security has never been easier.

CURRENT CHALANGES

STRUCTURE
AND OFFER
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OUR OFFERING



Significant cost savings: Realize significant cost savings without

compromising client confidentiality 

Significant time savings: Reduce time spent per mandate by

dramatically cutting time-consuming manual tasks 

Access control: Give users access to specific accounts and have

complete control over who can access the data 

Data protection and risk optimization: Minimize the risk of

information being lost or sent to unauthorized people 

Archiving: Protect documents by storing them in accordance with

legal requirements.
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KEY ADVANTAGES

Check out our pricing overview here. Contact us for
individual offerings specifically for your use cases.

PRICING



WHAT'S NEXT?
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CREATE YOUR
PROJECT

1.

2. CHOOSE YOUR
PLAN

3. CREATE YOUR 
 NEXTCLOUD FILE
EXCHANGE



Learn more about
the solution

enclaive.cloud contact@enclaive.io +49(0)30233292970
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HAST DU NOCH FRAGEN?

"With enclaive's Confidential
Nextcloud solution, we not only
save time but also give our
clients an easy and timely way to
work with us."

 - Marcel Ziemke, Tax Consultant

Book your Demo Give us a call

https://enclaive.io/signup-demo/

